
 

 

 

 

RFB Questions and Answers 

1) Q: With respect to the local products, does this include the “Greater Bay Area” product? 

 

A:  Yes, this RFB includes the Greater Bay Area product. 

 

2) Q: Is PG&E selling Import RA under this RFO?  

 

A: No, PG&E is not selling Import RA under this RFB.  

 

3) Q: We recently executed an NDA for another PG&E Solicitation – Can we use the same 

NDA that was executed?  

 

A: No. The NDA is specific to this particular RA Request for Bids.  

 

4) Q: What types of volumes are you looking to sell for north system, local Bay Area and 

PG&E Other Local? 

 

A: PG&E will entertain all volumes requested by participating bidders into this RFB.   

 

5) Q: Do you give preference to bidders that want the full 4-year term? 

 

A: PG&E will evaluate bids consistent with the evaluation methodology in the protocol. 

All things being equal, PG&E will prefer full 4-year terms.  

 

6) Q: How are you defining credit worthiness? 

 

A: Participating bidders with investment grade standards.  Also, if you are a rate setting 

authority, PG&E’s Credit group may consider alternatives.  Please contact the RFB team 

(PGERARFO@pge.com) for more details.   

 

7) Q: It is my understanding that seller (supplier) schedules the capacity for the Showing 

Month (T-45), any replacement or substitute required after T-25 and into/during the 
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delivery month, the burden is on seller/supplier.  Is the intent in Section 2.6 Damages 

for Failure to Provide Capacity to keep the Buyer whole during the T-45 to T-25 time 

period?  

 

A: Supplier/Seller will be notified by CAISO if substitution is needed for committed RA 

after T-25 and into/during the month and should keep the Buyer whole through the 

compliance timeframe.  If there is a situation in which the Buyer informs the Seller that 

they received a request to replace or substitute and Seller does not provide the 

replacement as set forth in Section 2.5, then damages may be applicable.  

8) Q:  I see that there was a webinar on this topic, is it recorded and can I review? 

 

A: Yes, it will be posted on the Request for Bids website. The RFB website can be 

reached at www.pge.com/rfo listed under the program name “2018 Multi-Year 

Resource (RA) Request for Bids (RFB)” link. 

 
9) Q:  Is it possible to list a multi-year term in a single tab in the worksheet (e.g. 2019 thru 

2021) versus making separate tabs for each year? 

A: Yes, if you would like to provide this information in one tab, please do so with specific 
labels for each year.   
 

10) Q:  Is PG&E solely imposing the 20% of notional or will there be additional collateral 

requirements related to RA accruals?  With a 60-day prior to Showing Month 

prepayment requirement, is it fair to assume that the total all-in collateral obligation will 

be 20% of the notional value? 

A: With a 60-day prepayment prior to Showing Month, the total all-in collateral 

obligation will be 20% of the notional value of undelivered volumes.  

11) Q:  Would you confirm that it is PG&E’s intention that through this RA solicitation 

process that the bids submitted on Friday, March 23rd are indicative, non-binding, and 

subject to potential price and volume changes?  

A: Counterparties participating in this RFB should submit their best and final bids, as 

they will be used to shortlist bidders. PG&E reserves the right to seek a refresh of pricing 

and volumes from counterparties should circumstances warrant. 
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